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A bstract
Understandingdiagramsis an important part of human cognition. Computer
programsneedto understandand reasonusing diagramsto communicateeffectively
with people. This paperexplainshow line graphscan be interpretedin a domain
independentmanner. We presentacomputerprogramcalled SKETCHY that reasons
about physicalphenomenavisually by using line graphs. SKETCHY can interpret
graphs to recover functional relationships,answercomparativeanalysis questions
and generatequalitativedescriptionsusing geometricmodels.

1 Introduction

Peopleusediagramsto solve problems,to give
explanations,to summarizeinformation and to
representspatial relations. Computerprograms
that can represent,interpret and reasonwith
diagramswill haveagreat impacton education,
cognitive scienceandartificial intelligence. By
making spatial relationshipsexplicit, diagrams
can reducethe amountof searchand inference
required[I21. Diagramsserveboth asdevicesto
aid in visualizationof the situation[I4] and as
short-term fast accessmemory devices for
holding information[7]. Althoughwe do not yet
have computerprogramsthat can do general
diagrammaticreasoning,diagramshave been
successfullyintegratedwith computerprograms
in a number of areas: to explain complex
mechanicaland dynamic sysiems[5,2,6,8),to
solve geometryand physicsproblems[7,131,to
constrainthe searchspacein problemsolving[9)
and to understandtherole of visual reasoningin
problemsolving[151.

Diagram understandingrequiresbeing able to
identify objects,determinethe relevantfeatures
for a particularproblemand map the graphical
featuresto the domain. A graph is aspecialized
form ofdiagrammaticrepresentationthat doesnot
involve object recognition. Different graph
formatsemphasizedifferentrelationshipsbetween
variablesf101. For instance,pie graphsare used
to show relativepercentages,bar graphsand step
graphsto show relativeamounts,scatterplots to
show trendsin data and line graphsto show
continuouschanges. In this paper, we only
considerline graphs.

We are interestedin interpreting line graphs
because of their extensive use in

thermodynamics,physics,economicsandother
fields. For example,an intelligent tutoring
systemthat reasonswith line graphscan use the
graph as a sharedmedium for communication.
The systemcanexplainconceptsby constructing
graphical explanations. The user can also
representher understandingof the concepts
graphicallyandthecomputerprogramcan check
the correctnessof her understanding.The user
andthe computercan bothmakemodificationsto
the line graph,therefore,providing an additional
communicationchannelbetweenthe userandthe
program. Similar advantageswould occur for
engineeringanalysisandknowledgeacquisition.

We present a computer program called
SKETCHY that reasons about physical
phenomena visually by using graphs.
SKETCHY provides an interactive drawir~g
environment,answersquestionsaboutgraphsand
interprets user modifications to the graph.
SKETCHY hasgeneratedinterpretationsfor all
the graphsin a college level thermodynamics
textbook[17], as well as a number of
thermodynamicgraphsfrom [181 andeconomics
graphsfrom [I]. SKETCHY’s interpretationsare
similar to graphdescriptionsfound in textbooks.
To our knowledge, SKETCHY is the first
computer program that interprets graphs in a
(lOmain independentmanner.

The next section (Section 2) gives examples
from SKETCHY. Section3 discussesthe theory
underlying SKETCHY. Section 4 explainsthe
algorithmsanddesign choicesmadein building
SKETCHY. Finally, Section 5 discusses
possibleextensionsto SKETCHY.
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I: Supply andDemandgraph for cassette tapes (Ekeleund & Tollison, p. 84)

2 Examples from SKETCHY

The input to SKETCHY is a graph drawnand
labeledby the user. The supply-demandgraph,
shownin figure 1, is a typical graph found in
many introductory economics textbooks.
Supply-demandgraphsareused to show three
important relationships:how price effects the
supply for the product, how price effects the
demand,andthemarketpriceof theproduct.

To draw the graph shown in figure 1 using
SKETCHY, theuserstartswith an emptygraph
consistingonly of two axes. The userlabelsthe
axesaspriceandquantity andchoosesscalesfor
the axes. Thesupplyanddemandlines aredrawn
by choosing two points on the screen.
SKETCHY requirestheuserto label thelines,so
they can be referredin questionandanswersas
well as in thegraph interpretation. SKETCHY
does not have any other knowledgeabout the
labelsprice,quantity,supplyanddemand. The
labelsare only usedto indicatethe graphobject
that is beingreferredto. SKETCHY produces
the following interpretation for the supply-
demandgraph.

For edge SUPPLY:
QUANTITY and PRICE are directly

proportional.
For edge DEMAND:

QUANTITY and PRICE are inversely
proportional.

Because the intersection point is not labeled,
SKETCHY doesnot include that information in

the graph description. This informationcan be
obtainedby askingquestionsto SKETCHY.

Q: At whatpoint is SUPPLYequal to DEMAND?
The SUPPLY equals DEMANDat the point
when QUANTITY equals 200 and PRICE
equals 5.

Q: What is the PRICE for the SUPPLY line whenthe
QUAN11TY is 350?
For SUPPLY line, when QUANTITY is 350
the PRICE is 8.

Because supply-demand graph is relatively
simple, SKETCHY’s description is concise. A
more complicated graph taken from a
thermodynamicstextbookis shownin figure 2.
Sinceall substancesexhibit thesamequalitative
behaviorshown in the pressure-volumegraph,
understanding this graphis essentialfor solving
many thermodynamics problems. The curved
temperaturelines (3 1°C, 40°C and 50°C) are
drawn by choosingcontrol pointsfor the curve.
Lines with discontinuities,such as 10°C and
20°C, are drawn by combining curved and
straight lines. Lines 10°C to 50°C aregrouped
togetherandidentified as a temperaturecontour
by the user since their labels indicatea third
dimensionto the graph. The critical point is
drawn by choosinga single point andlabeling it.
SKETCHY infers that the critical point is on
line 31°C from its location. The pressure-
volume graph also has threeregions—liquid,
liquid-and-vapourandvapour—correspondingto
the state(s)the substanceis in. The regionsare
labeled by points at their boundaries. The
complete graph interpretation SKETCHY
generatesis:
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Figure2: Compressionof carbondioxide (Whalley,p. 22)

PRESSURE are inversely

PRESSURE are inversely

PRESSURE are inversely

20-C has discontinuities

For line 50-C:
VOLUMEand

proportional.
For line 40-C:

VOLUMEand
proportional.
For line 31-C:

VOLUMEand
proportional.
For line 20-C:

The slope of

;associatingdiscontinuitieswith regions
Inside region LIQUID:

VOLUME INCREASE and PRESSURE
DECREASE.

Inside region LIQUID-AND-VAPOUR:
VOLUME INCREASE and PRESSURE

CONSTANT.
Inside region VAPOUR:

VOLUME INCREASE and PRESSURE
DECREASE.

For line 10-C:
The slope of 10-C has

discontinuities.

Inside region LIQUID:
VOLUME INCREASE and PRESSURE

DECREASE.
Inside region LIQUID-AND-VAPOUR

VOLUME INCREASE and PRESSURE

CONSTANT.
Inside region VAPOUR:

VOLUME INCREASE and PRESSURE
DECREASE.
CRITICAL-POINT is on lines (31-C)
CRITICAL-POINT is on regions (LIQUID
LIQUID-AND-VAPOUR VAPOUR)
For TEMPERATURE contour:

As TEMPERATURE increases

the slopes of TEMPERATURElines
become more LINEAR.

;basisfor Boyle’sLaw
For a constant PRESSURE:

As VOLUME increases TEMPERATURE

INCREASE.
VOLUMEand TEMPERATUREare directly

proportional.
For a constant VOLUME:

As PRESSURE increases TEMPERATURE

INCREASE.
PRESSURE and TEMPERATURE are

directly proportional.

Theexamplesdescribedaboveareinterpretations
of static graphs,but graphsdo not have to be
static. Graph designerstypically superimpose
graphsor show sequenceof graphsto describe
changes in the situation. SKETCHY
demonstrates that this natural form of
comparativeanalysis[161can bedonevia visual
processeson agraph.

Analyzing engineeringcycles is an important
task in thermodynamics.The basiccycle for a
steampower plant is theRankinecycle, shown
in figure 3. A common modification to the
Rankinecycle is superheatingthe steamin the
boiler to increasetheefficiencyof thecycle. The
net work of the cycle before modification is
represented by area 1-2-3-4-1 and after
modificationby area1-2-3’-4’-1.

20°C

10°C

Volume
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Figure 3: Effect of superheatingon Rankinecycle

SKETCHY producesthe following interpretation
when3 is movedto 3’ and4 to 4’:

As a result of moving 3, 4:

For point 3:
The ENTROPY of 3 INCREASE.
The TEMPERATURE of 3 INCREASE.

For point 4:
The ENTROPY of 4 INCREASE.
The TEMPERATURE of 4 CONSTANT.

For region WORK:
The area covered by WORK INCREASE.

3 The theory underlying SKETCHY

SKETCHY demonstratesthat visual reasoning
via graphs is a domain independentprocess.
Mostgraphsaremadeup of threebasicelements:
points, lines and regions. Although the
meaningsof theseelementscould changefrom
one domain to another,the interactionsamong
graph elementsdoes not change. Just as our
perceptualmechanismcan easily compute the
graph properties, SKETCHY derivesthem using
geometricmodelsto perform visual reasoning.

Qualitativeresults provide valuableinsights to
understandingof a domain. Graphsrepresent
qualitative informationeffectively by presenting
it in a spatial format that our perceptual
mechanismcan process easily. SKETCHY
qualitativelydescribesline slopesandcurvatures.
A straight line represents a numerical
proportionality,andaverticalora horizontal line
representsthat oneof the propertiesis constant

while theother is increasing. Smoothcurvesare
described in terms of qualitative
proportionalities[3,1II. Lines with
discontinuiticsaredescribedby dividing them up
into qualitatively distinct regions. If the change
in line slopecorrespondsto an intersectionwith
anotherobject,a relationbetweenthe intersection
and the changeof slope canhe inferred (e.g.the
existenceof phasetransitionpoints).

Most of the information SKETCHY extracts
from thegraph can be easily representedusing
constructsof qualitative physicsl3,l11. Directly
proportional lines can be representedvia
qualitativeproportionalities,pointson the graph
can be representedvia correspondences.As a
result, theoutput of SKETCHY can feed easily
into qualitativereasoners.

Even when a verbal explanationis sufficient,
textbooks usegraphs to emphasizethe verbal
explanations.In thesecases,althoughthegraphs
do not containadditional information,they create
an additional representationin the form of an
image. The image provides additional cues
which makes remembering the information
easier.

Our perceptual mechanisms are good at
comparing the size and orientation of objects.
Graphs exploit this ability to help perform
comparativeanalysis. Themodificationmadeto
increasethe work output of the Rankinecycle
(see Fig. 3), is an essential concept in
understandingpower plants. The graphical
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demonstrationof the modification makesa
comparativeargumentwhich is a lot more lucid
than a numericalargumentcould have been.
Graphical representationstake advantage of
peoples ability to follow qualitative and
comparativeargumentsby usingthe graph as a
sharedmedium for communication.

Similar lines in graphsaregroupedascontours
by ourperceptualmechanism.SKETCHY treats
contourlines, identified by the user,as a single
element. Any changesof slope(or curvature)
amongcontourlines is detectedin the sameway
changesin line slopesare detected. Because
contoursaregenerallyusedto representa third
dimension,SKETCHY derivesthe relationship
betweenthe contour and each of the variables
represented on theaxes.

Graphs do not have to be drawn to scale when the
representing only qualitative information. A
commongraph convention used in the absence of
scales is to assumethat moving from left to
right on the horizontalaxisand bottom to top on
the vertical axis implies an increase in the
variablerepresentedby that axis. SKETCHY
uses this assumption in making qualitative
interpretationswhen numerical scalesare not
specified.

To determinewhat peoplenotice in graph, we
have examinedgraph descriptionsin various
textbooksandidentified graph properties that the
authorsconsiderimportant. We claim that any
computerprogramwill needto detectall of these
properties to effectively understand and reason
using graphs. The commongraph properties are:

1. Relative orientation of points, lines and
regions

2. Intersectionpoint of lines
3. Slopesof lines
4. Changes in line slopes
5. Minimum, maximum and inflection points

of lines
6. Relative size of regions

SKETCHYimplements these operations and
basedon our sample of 65 graphs (from [171 ~l181
and [11), we believe SKETCHYprovides strong
support that these operators are sufficient and
necessaryforgeneralgraphinterpretation.

4 Algorithmsanddesignchoices

The graph components of SKETCHYare labels,
axes, points, lines, contoursand regions. The

labels on the graphs provide the vocabulary for
SKETCHY’s interpretations. The distinction
between spatial relations represented in a diagram
and the interpretation of the diagram has been
made in earlier work in spatial reasoning[41.
Except when there is a single componentof a
particular type in the graph, unlabeled
components can not be referred to either by the
user or by SKETCHY. The labels on the axes
are required to makemeaningful interpretations
sinceaxis labelsrepresentthephysicalproperties
which provide the framework for the graph.
When the axes have scales, SKETCHYincludes
numericalinformation in additionto qualitative
interpretation of the graph.

Points representdiscrete state information.
Points can be connected to lines (whether they
areon the line or not), thus movethe lines when
they are moved, preserving the orientation
relationshipbetweenthem. They also serveas
boundarymarkers for regions and modify the
shapeof the region when moved. Moving a
point changesthe valuesof physicalproperties
represented. SKETCHY interprets the
modification by comparing the property values
for the old and thenew location.

Internally,linesare representedby anorderedlist
of segmenLs(for convenience,the usercanenter
equationswhich areconvertedto line segments).
Since segmentscan he of any length, using
segmentsprovides arbitrary precision for line
curvatures without needing to manipulate
complexequations.Like points,lines alsoserve
as boundary markers for regions. Moving or
extending the line changes the shapeandthesize
of the region.

When the shape of the region changes,
SKETCHYcompares the old areato the new area
in the interpretation. If the change in the
region’sshaperesultsin including (or excluding)
anobject,this information is also includedin the
region. Any changesin the line slope while
traversing a region is included in the graph
interpretationas significant. In the pressure-
volume graph, noticing that the pressurestays
constantinside the liquid-vapour region and
decreases outside the region is an essential
observation for understanding phase changes.

SKETCHYcompares theslopesof the contour
lines to find any trendsof changes. Lines with
discontinuities,such as temperaturelines 10°C
and 20°C in pressure-volume graph, are
approximated by curves to be able to make

qualitativestatementsaboutall the contour lines.



A common intersectionpoint of contour lines
which indicatesa convergenceto a specific value
is detectedand includedin SKETCHY’s graph
interpretation. When all contour lines exhibit
similar qualitativechangesin their slopes,the
contour is describedin termsof thesequalitative
changes.

Understandinga graphnecessitatesbeingable to
answer questions about it. By using built in
templates,SKETCHY answersquestionssimilar
to the ones in the GRE1 and the SAT2.
SKETCHY answersquestions that involve
readingvaluesof the graph (e.g. What is the
pressurewhen the volume is 3 and the
temperatureis 21?), comparingslopes,areasor
locations of objects with respect to each other
and describing relations of objects to each other
(e.g. Is the critical point on line 20°C?).

It is especially interesting that SKETCHY’s
graph interpretations are so similar to
explanationsfoundin textbooksgiven its lackof
any other understandingof the domain. The
interpretationsproducedusing object labelsare
meaningfuland insightful for the domain. The
major difference is that SKETCHY’s
interpretationslack the briefnessof experts’
explanationsbecauseSKETCHY does not
differentiate between relevant and irrelevant
information.

SDiscussion

Understandinggraphsis an important part of
humancognition. We haveshown how visual
reasoningcan be usedto interpret graphs in a
domain independentway using geometric
properties. The labels in graphsprovide the
vocabulary,the points and lines provide the
relationshipsfor interpretinggraphs.SKETCHY
producesoutput that can be usedby qualitative
reasoners and other problem solvers, The ability
of SKETCHYto interpret graphs suggests that
these ideas arerobust.

There are a number of avenues we are exploring
for extending SKETCHY. One possible
extension is to extend SKETCHY’s drawing
environment and interpretation mechanism to
otherkinds of graphs,such as scatterplots bar
graphs,and.pie graphs. By understandingthe
graphpropertiesexploitedby theseothergraphic

representations,we hope to build a model for
generalgraphunderstanding.

Anotheravenuewearepursuingis incorporating
SKETCHY in an intelligent tutoring system
where SKETCHY provides an additional
communication medium betweentheuserandthe
computer. The user and the computer program
both can make modificationsto the graph and
discuss the graph relating the concepts
representedwith other ideasin the domain. The
ideasimplementedin SKETCHY can beused to
constructgraphs that the user will be able to
interpretandreachthe intendedconclusions.
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